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                                             METH IS BACK        

In 1998, Time magazine reported on the meth epidemic in Billings, Montana.  

The community rallied with legislation, law enforcement, and education.  Meth use seemed to decline. 

But it’s back.  

Methamphetamine is readily available in Montana due in large part to cheaper bulk quantity prices     

from Mexico. 

Today the state of Montana ranks among the top ten states nationally in per capita treatment admissions 

for methamphetamine. The social costs are staggering. The human costs are incalculable. 

 53% of children in foster care are there due to Meth. 

 50% of adults in prison are there due to Meth-related crime. 

 20% of adults in treatment are there for Meth addiction. 

Too many perceive benefits in using the drug, but little to no risk. This is the root of the problem. 

The goal of the Montana Meth Project is to arm teens and young adults across the state with the             

facts about methamphetamine so that they can make well-informed decisions when presented with the 

opportunity to try it. 

Founded by the Thomas and Stacey Siebel Foundation, the Montana Meth Project is a private-sector        

response to a critical public health issue. The Meth Project has been cited by the White House as one     

of the most effective prevention programs and a model for the nation. 

 

Read More > montanameth.org 
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Legal Recreational Use of Marijuana—The Impact 

 

There are times when it sounds like drug prevention programs are running against the wind. 

I call it the prevailing winds of marijuana legalization from Alaska, Colorado, Oregon, Washington, 
and the District of Columbia. 

Those in favor of legalizing marijuana argue that the benefits of removing prohibition far outweigh 
the potential negative consequences: 

 No increase in use, even among youth, because of tight regulations. 

 Reduce traffic fatalities since users will switch from alcohol to marijuana, which doesn’t impair 
driving to the same degree. 

 Added revenue generated through taxation. 

Those opposed to legalizing marijuana cite consequences that include: 

 Increase in marijuana use among youth which interferes with learning and memory, and         
increases the risk of poor grades and dropping out. 

 Increase in marijuana-impaired driving fatalities especially when combined with alcohol. 

 The economic cost to society will far outweigh any potential revenue generated. 

In a recent “Rocky Mountain High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area Report, The Legalization of       
Marijuana in Colorado: The Impact,” reveals the developing negative impact marijuana legalization  
is having in Colorado: 

 The latest 2013/2014 results show Colorado youth ranked #1 in the nation for past month       
marijuana use, up from #4 in 2011/2012. 

 In 2014, when retail marijuana stores began operating, there was a 32 percent increase in      
marijuana-related traffic deaths in just one year from 2013. 

 In 2014, when retail marijuana businesses began operating, there was a 29 percent increase     
in the number of marijuana-related emergency room visits in only one year. 

All of us should be concerned about the life consequences that legal recreational use of marijuana 
will have on those who are vulnerable to becoming addicted to marijuana, especially youth users 
who are most at risk. 

  

Rick Gale                                                                                                                                                          
Prevention Coordinator                                                                                                                                       
Alcohol & Drug Services of Gallatin County 

 



Growing teens do get moody as hormones kick in and they face new challenges at school. But if your 

teen has been acting strangely—or if you’ve noticed a few unusual behaviors at once—it could mean your 

child is getting into trouble with alcohol. 

 

Warning Signs  
 

Although the following signs may indicate a problem with alcohol or other drugs, some also reflect normal 

growing pains. Experts believe that a drinking problem is more likely if you notice several of these signs at 

the same time, if they occur suddenly, or if some of them are extreme in nature. 

 

 Mood changes: flare-ups of temper, irritability, and defensiveness. 

 School problems: poor attendance, low grades, and/or recent disciplinary action. 

 Rebellion against family rules  

 Friend changes: switching friends and a reluctance to let you get to know the new friends  

 A “nothing matters” attitude: sloppy appearance, a lack of involvement in former interests, and        

general low energy.  

 Alcohol presence: finding it in your child’s room or backpack or smelling alcohol on his or her breath. 

 Physical or mental problems: memory lapses, poor concentration, bloodshot eyes, lack of coordina-

tion, or slurred speech. 

 

In getting help for a child who drinks, the first thing to do is to try not to blame yourself or your child. The 

important thing is to act now to find the best available services to help your child stop using alcohol and 

begin building an alcohol-free future.  

 

If you are seeking treatment for your child’s substance abuse problem, you can start by talking with a           

Licensed Addition Counselor at Alcohol & Drug Services of Gallatin County.  

 

Read More > http://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/tell-if-child-is-drinking_0.pdf 

 

 

 



 

INTRODUCTION 

Via pills, heroin had entered the mainstream.   

The new addicts were football players and cheerleaders; football was almost a gateway to opiate 

addiction.   

Wounded soldiers returned  from Afghanistan hooked on pain pills and died in America.  

Kids got hooked in college and died there.   

Some of these addicts were from rough corners of rural Appalachia.   

But many more were from the U.S. middle class.  They lived in communities where the driveways 

were clean, the cars were new, and the shopping centers attracted congregations of Starbucks, 

Home Depot, CVS, and Applebee’s.   

The were the daughters of preachers, the sons of cops and doctors, the children of contractors 

and teachers and business owners and bankers.  

And almost everyone was white.  

 

 

The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic. 

The relentless marketing of pain pills.  

Crews from one small Mexican town selling heroin 

like pizza.   

The collision has led to America’s greatest drug 

scourge. 


